Trusted Information
Sharing Network
for Critical Infrastructure Protection

FAQ: Household personal
protection packs
What’s a household personal protection
pack?
The household personal protection pack has been
designed to help prevent the spread of viruses and
bacteria.
What’s in the pack?
• 10 disposable 3 ply adult surgical face masks
These face masks are the same as those used in
surgeries. They offer high levels of bacterial
filtration, excellent breathe-ability, are easy to fit
and are splash resistant.
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• 10 safety wipes
The wipes are 70 per cent alcohol. They are rated
to kill Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus
Aureus, Vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus, and
Influenza A virus.
• a copy of the leaflet Preparing for an Emergency
This leaflet provides important information and
advice on how to stock your pantry to ensure your
household has an adequate supply of food, water
and essential items to cope with a prolonged
emergency situation.
How do I use the packs?
The surgical face masks should be worn by people
who have influenza symptoms. They are designed to
reduce the spread of viruses and bacteria to nearby
people.
The safety wipes can be used to wash hands and
clean surfaces if water is not available.
Preparing for an Emergency helps you prepare
emergency supplies for your household.
Where can I get packs?
Packs are available from selected supermarkets.
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How much do packs cost?
The packs cost approximately $4.00.
Why were the packs developed?
The packs were developed to help households cope
in a prolonged emergency situation.
• Surgical face masks are an effective way of
helping stop the spread of viruses and bacteria.
However, until now small packs of surgical masks
have not been readily available.
• Washing and drying hands properly is one of the
best ways to help prevent the spread of germs.
Alcohol-based gels and wipes are an alternative to
using soap and water.
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• The leaflet Preparing for an Emergency was
developed to help households become more selfreliant in an emergency situation that interrupts
normal access to food and grocery supplies.
Can I get bulk packs?
Bulk discounts are available. Please contact the
distributor ENWARE direct on 02 9525 9090 for
further information.
Who organised the packs?
The household personal protection pack has been
developed by the TISN Food Chain IAAG in
conjunction with the Retailers Action Working
Group and a supplier.
Disclaimer
The household personal protection packs should be used
in conjunction with professional medical advice. The
Trusted Information Sharing Network for Critical
Infrastructure Protection, its members and the Retailers
Action Working Group do not accept any legal liability or
responsibility for illness, loss or damage arising from, or
despite, the use of the packs.
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